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ABSTRACT
The pressure disturbancesgenerated by an instabilitywave in the shear layerof a supersonic
jet are studiedfor an axisymmetric jetinsidea linedcircularduct. For the supersonicjet,locally
linear stability analysis with duct wall boundary conditions is used to calculate the eigenvalues and
the eigenfunctionsat each axiallocation.These valuesare used to determine the growth ratesand
phase velocitiesofthe instabilitywaves and the near fieldpressuredisturbancepatterns.The study
isconfinedto the dominant Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilitymode and to the regionjust downstream
ofthe nozzle exitwhere the shear layerisgrowing but isstillsmall in sizecompared to the radius
of the duct. Numerical resultsare used to study the effectsof changes in the outer flow,growth
in the shear layerthickness,wall distance,and wallimpedance, and the effectsofthese changes on
non-axisymmetric modes. The primary resultsindicatethat the effectsofthe duct wall on stability
characteristicsdiminish asthe outer flowincreasesand as thejetazimuthal mode number increases.
Also, wall reflectionsare reduced when using a finiteimpedance boundary condition at the wall;
but in addition,reflectionsare reduced and growth ratesdiminished by keepingthe imaginary part
ofthe impedance negativewhen using the negative exponentialforthe harmonic dependence.
1 INTRODUCTION
The effects of confining walls on supersonic jet mixing layers are important for combustion processes (Shin
and Ferziger [1993]), for engine tests conducted inside an enclosed facility (Ahuja et al. [1992]), and for jet
noise reduction efforts (Hu [1995]). In a circular configuration, the supersonic jet issues from a nozzle that
has its axis coincident with the centerline of a surrounding circular duct. Between the jet and the confining
wall of the duct, a lower speed outer flow exists. The shear layer between the two flows is initially thin
and unstable. This instability grows like a wave as the flow moves downstream. As a result, this instability
wave causes perturbations to spread into each flow away from the shear layer. Those perturbations that
spread toward the wall can reflect off it and return toward the shear layer to interact and modify the growing
instability in the shear layer. Thus the presence of the wall affects the characteristics of the instability waves
that govern both the mixing in the high speed shear layer and the noise generation.
Compared to the many past experimental studies of ejectors and shrouded jets, the analysis of confined
shear layers using stability theory has only begun recently. Tam and Hu [1989] studied the supersonic mixing
layer inside a rectangular channel with hard walls. In addition to the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instabilities,
they found from using a vortex sheet model that the coupling of the unsteady motion with acoustic modes
reflected from the walls resulted in a new family of supersonic instabilities with supersonic convective Mach
number. The analysis also included the effects of shear layer thickness on the spatial growth rates of two-
and three-dimensional supersonic instability waves. Zhuang et al. [1990] showed for a constant shear layer
thickness that the walls most affected the shear layer instability when the convective Mach number was
greater than one. As the distance between the walls decreased, the maximum amplification rate reached
a maximum value and then decreased. The stability characteristics for subsonic convective Math number
waves were unaffected by wall height. Similar results were found by Morris and Giridharan [1991] and Shin
and Ferziger [1993] for shear layers in a rectangular channel.
The analysis of a cylindrical supersonic vortex sheet inside a circular duct with hard walls has been
performed by Viswanathan [1991], Ahuja et al. [1992], and Chang and Kuo [1993]. Viswanathan showed how
the KH instabilities were affected by the wall height of a circular duct. The effect appeared as oscillations
in the growth rates due to interaction between the internal Mach wave system of the jet and the reflected
waves from the wall as the wall moved closer to the vortex sheet. Furthermore for a Mj = 4.0 jet with no
outer flow, the KH mode had growth rates typically higher than the supersonic instabilities. Chang and Kuo
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found similar results for a Mj = 4.5 jet with two different outer flows, Mo = 4.06 and Mo = 1.56. It was also
shown that the axisymmetric KH mode growth rates decreased as the outer flow velocity increased relative
to the inner flow velocity. When shear layer thickness was included in the analysis (Viswanathan [1991]),
the growth rates for the instabilities were diminished and the presence of the hard wall had a greater affect
on KH mode growth rates than on supersonic mode growth rates.
Hu [1995] recently studied the effects of two parallel walls with sound absorbing lining on a two-dimensional
jet confined inside a rectangular duct. The analysis was performed for two-dimensional instability waves with
mean flow conditions Mj = 2.0, M, = 0.2, and Tj/T, = 4.0. Using a vortex sheet model, the lined walls
were shown to be most effective when the phase velocity was supersonic relative to the outer flow and when
the pressure eigenhmction showed large perturbations near the wall. In general, growth rates were reduced
when the wall impedance was finite. A continuous mean flow model based on a hyperbolic tangent function
was used to include the effects of shear layer thickness. For the instability wave with the largest growth
rates, the increasing shear layer thickness resulted in lower growth rates. Also, the presence of a lined wall
was more effectivein reducing growth ratesthan a hard wall.
In thispaper, we extend the study of the effectsof a confiningwall with sound absorbing liningto the
circularduct case.A Mj = 2.1 axisymmetric jetmean flowisgenerated numericallywith temperature ratio
Tj/To = 2.0.We willonly considerthe Kelvin-Helmholtz type mode in thisstudy sinceitisthe dominant
instabilityforboth the freeand confinedjetsattheseflowconditions.The followingconditionsare considereJ
inthe analysis:1) The jethas a slowlygrowing shear layerwith axialdistance.2) The externalflow inthe
duct isvaried.3) The wall boundary condition isvariedfrom a solidwall to a finiteimpedance condition
on the surface. 4) Impedances with both positiveand negative imaginary parts are considered. 5) Both
axisymmetric and helicalmodes are calculated.The study of these conditionsisnew to the confinedjetin
a circularduct that has a growing shear layerdetermined by a mean flowcalculationwith a spreading rate
appropriateforthe operating conditions.The next sectiondescribesthe formulationofthe instabilitywave
model with a finiteimpedance boundary condition.The model isused to determine the growth ratesand
phase velocitiesof the instabilitywaves that govern the pressure disturbancepattern generated by the jet
shear layer.This isfollowedby a presentationand a discussionofthe numerical results.
3
2 INSTABILITY WAVE FORMULATION
The problem of a supersonic jet inside a circular duct is illustrated in Figure 1. The high speed flow
emerging from the nozzle has an initially thin shear layer that is inherently unstable even in the absence of
viscosity. An instability wave begins to grow rapidly and continues to grow at reduced rates as the shear
layer spreads. During this process, pressure disturbances created by the instability propagate away from the
shear layer toward the wall, reflect off the wall, and return to interact with and modify the instability wave
in the shear layer. This process is assumed to be governed by the linearized, inviscid, compressible equations
of motion.
2.1 Disturbance Equations
For a slowly diverging jet flow, a locally parallel flow approximation is used to obtain the solution for the
disturbance quantities. For example, the pressure disturbances are represented by
f(r, 0, x, t) = p(r,x)[(o; )]x exp i a(z) dx + n8 - _t (1)
where p(r, z) represents the radial distribution of the pressure disturbance at each axial location, a(z) is the
local complex wave number (a = ar +iai and -ai is the local growth rate), 0 is the azimuthal angle, n is the
mode number, and exp(-iurt) is the harmonic time dependence. The equations governing the disturbances
can be combined to obtain a single second order equation,
02p [_1 2a 0"_ 1 _] /_p
8r2 + + _-_ar _JOr
+ (_ _ _)2 _ _ _ a2 p = 0 (2)
This equation has been nondimensionalized as follows: spatial coordinates by Rj, time by Uj/Rj, velocity
by Uj, density by pj, and pressure by pjU] where the subscript j indicates jet exit conditions. The overbar
quantities represent the known mean flow.
The general solution to equation (2) at any axial location is written
pCr) = Af[Cr) + B¢2P(r). (3)
Outside the jet, the mean flow becomes uniform and the solution can be written using known functions.
po= AoH_1)(ia(_)r)+ BoHC2)(iX(_)r) (4)
where
_(_) = [_ - _oM](_ - _o)_] 1/_. (5)
H O) is a Hankel function of the first kind. It represents a wave outgoing from the shear layer toward the
wall. H (2) is a Hankel function of the second kind and represents the wave reflected from the wall. As r -+ 0,
equation (3) must be finite.
At the wall, the continuity of particle displacement is used as the boundary condition (Hu [1995]). The
kinematic equations are combined in terms of pressure to get
i_ Z" OPo=o (6)
where Z* is the dimensional acoustic impedance. The impedance is usually referenced to a typical density
and speed of sound. We use ambient conditions for density pa and speed of sound ca to get
z--i-"=zv_=) (7)pjuj Ms
where Z = Z'/pac,_ is the specific acoustic impedance of the wall treatment. The wall treatment is assumed
to be locally reacting. Using equation (6) at the wall, we can determine Bo in equation (4) in terms of Ao.
po=ao [nol)(_,_,.)-CCh)nC,?)(_,,.)] (8)
where
(__ ,.,_o),He,:)(ixh)- ,,,_Z.--¢_n,,O)'¢i_,h)
C(h) = ,.o.., (9)
w)_Z V_a r_r(=)_(i_"(w - a_o)2H(2)(iXh) - - _ .,,,n , .... ,,
polv_ j
As h -_ oo, equation (8) reduces to the free jet case (Tam and Burton [1984]) and as Z --+ oo, the wall
becomes acoustically hard and equation (8) reduces to the appropriate form obtainable from Viswanathan
[1991].
Equation (2) and its boundary conditions create an eigenvalue problem with eigenvalue _. The centerline
boundary condition at r = 0 depends on whether the pressure eigenfunction is either axisymmetric, n - 0,
or non-axisymmetric, n _ 0. In equation form, this is written as
_. =O,n=O
(lO)
p=O,n#O.
A finite difference approximation is used to discretize equation (2) with Ao eliminated from the outer bound-
ary condition by using a ratio of equation (8) at the two outer grid points. The local eigenvalue is found
from the resulting diagonal matrix using a Newton-Raphson iteration for refinement. The local eigenfunc-
tion, p(r, x), is then determined within a constant using the inverse power method with normalization of the
eigenfunction taking place at the point where the axial mean flow velocity profile has a maximum O'd/ar.
The calculations are performed at every axial location where the mean flow is determined.
2.2 Mean Flow
In order to complete the stability analysis, the mean flow properties are needed. Often equations consisting
of simple analytic functions are used to describe the mean flow. However, in order to easily account for the
effects of velocity and temperature differences across the supersonic jet shear layer on shear layer spreading,
we use a numerically generated mean flow. The jet is assumed to be perfectly expanded and for the region
of interest near the nozzle, the static pressure is assumed to be constant. The set of compressible, Reynolds
averaged, boundary layer equations with a modified turbulence model is used as the basis for the numerical
mean flow analysis. The details of the equation development, the numerical solution, and comparisons of
calculated results to measured mean flow data are given in Dahl [1994].
3 NUMERICAL RESULTS
The calculations were performed for a jet with exit Mach number Mj = 2.1. The jet was hot relative
to the outer stream with Tj/To = 2.0. The outer stream had the same static temperature as the ambient
conditions for the source of the outer stream. The velocity ratio between the outer stream and the inner
jet stream was set at three different conditions, 0.01, 0.2, and 0.4, and these operating conditions will be
distinguished in the discussion of the results by referring to the outer stream Mach number Mo = 0.03, 0.59,
and 1.19, respectively. All the results shown in this paper are at a Strouhal number St = fDj/Uj = 0.3,
where Dj = 2Rj, since this Strouhal number was near the maximum growth rate for most of the modes of
the different operating conditions presented in this paper.
3.1 Solid wall
Figure2 shows localgrowth rates,-al, and phase velocities,C.ph= w/ar, forthe threeoperating conditions
at threeaxiallocationsasa functionofthe wallheight h. The resultsare forthe n = 1 helicalmode. In part
(a),the jet half-widthb isapproximately zero and the resultsare similarto those obtained fora cylindrical
vortexsheet ina duct (Viswanathan [1991]).The growth rateforlargeh isequivalentto the freejetgrowth
rate.For Mo = 0.03 and as h decreases,the growth ratehas largervariationsin itsvalue. As Mo increases,
thisvariationin growth rate gets smallerand the growth rate in generaldecreases. This latertrend was
observed in calculatedresultsforboth freejetswith a coflowingstream (Michalke and Hermann [1982])and
confined cylindricalvortex sheets(Chang and Kuo [1993]).In the corresponding phase velodty plots,the
branch points demarcating regionsof supersonic or subsonic phase velocityrelativeto the flow speed are
indicatedforthose branch pointswithin the plottedrange.Figure 3 shows the changes in the branch points
as the outer flowspeed changes. For a phase velocitysupersonicrelativeto the inner stream jet velocity,
1 (11)11 >
and for a phase velocitysupersonicrelativetothe outer stream,
uo (12)
- >
Thus the phase velocities for the two lowest Mo cases in Figure 2(a) are supersonic relative to the outer
stream. The Mo -- 1.19 case has subsonic relative phase velocity. All three cases have subsonic phase velocity
relative to the inner stream except for the Mo = 0.03 case in the region 2.2 <_ h _ 3.
As the flow moves downstream and the shear layer widens, Figures 2(b) and (c) show that the growth
rates decrease but variations in the growth rate start at wall distances further from the shear layer. The
phase velocities show a general increase for Mo _ 1, becoming more supersonic relative to the outer stream,
and a general decrease for Mo _> 1, staying subsonic relative to the outer stream.
Selected eigenfunctions for pressure corresponding to the eigenvalues given in Figure 2 are shown in
Figure 4 for different wall heights. For subsonic Mo, the disturbance reflection from the wall causes local
minimum and maximum to appear in the eigenfunction outside the shear layer. In cases where the growth
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rate decreases toward zero as h decreases, the eigenfunction takes on D family mode characteristics with
supersonic phase velocity relative to the outer stream and large oscillations in the eigenfunction outside the
shear layer due to reflections from the confining wall (Chang and Kuo [1993]). As Mo becomes supersonic,
the eigenfunction decreases monotonically toward the wall away from the peak in the shear layer. This is
evidence that the instability wave is traveling subsonically relative to the outer stream and no disturbance
radiation is taking place to reflect off the confining wall. For all three c_es, the eigenfunction shape inside
the jet stream is little affected by reflections from the wall.
3.2 Lined wall
In Hu [1995], it was shown that instability wave growth rates decreased as the real part of the wall
impedance decreased toward one for a fixed imaginary part and wall height. We confirmed this behavior for
the circular duct case with similar operating conditions and impedance boundary conditions. For this paper,
we limit our results to the case where we set [Z] = 1 and vary the angle between the real and imaginary
parts of Z from -60 to +60 degrees in the impedance plane. Thus, the real part of Z is always positive
and the imaginary part is either positive or negative. These are conditions that are realizable with practical
sound absorbing materials.
3.2.1 Variations with Wall Height
For the case Mo = 0.59 and b = 0.1, Figure 5 shows the variations of growth rates and phase velocities as
the wallheightchanges with differentwallimpedances. The oscillatoryvariationsinthe growth ratesappear
in opposite directionsas the impedance angle variesfrom -60 to +60 degrees for both n = 0 and n = 1
modes. Where the growth rate isminimum for -60 degrees,itisnear maximum for +60 degrees and vice
versa.A similartrend isseen in the phase velocityplots.Furthermore, the oscillationsin the growth rates
appear to be in a sense "90 degreesout of phase" with the oscillationsin the phase velocities.When there
ismaximum spread in the growth rate plotswith impedance angle,the phase velocitiesare nearly equal.
Alternately,when the growth rates are nearly equal,there ismaximum spread in the phase velocityplots.
There are largervariationstaking place forpositiveimpedance angle than for the same negative angle.
The corresponding pressureeigenfunctionsforselectedwallheightsare shown inFigure 6 for the different
impedance conditionsand forboth n - 0 and n = 1 modes. As can be seen,forpositiveimpedance angles,
the eigenfunctionapproaches the wall with increasingamplitude and for negative impedance angles,the
eigenfunction approaches the wall with decreasing amplitude. This was observed at all wall heights selected
for study. The effect of the impedance boundary condition to reduce reflections is evident in the decrease
of the onset of D family modes seen in the solid wall results for h = 2 in both n = 0 and n = 1 plots.
The eigenfunctions tend to hold their KH characteristic, except for the -60 degree impedance condition at
h -- 2, n -- 0 where the peak of the eigenfunction is outside the shear layer. We can see that the majority
of the variations in the eigenfunction with wall impedance angle take place outside the shear layer and little
variation takes place inside the jet.
3.2.2 Variations with Axial Distance
Figure ? shows variationsin growth rate and phase velocitywith axialdistancefor a fixedwall height of
h = 2. In the horizontaldirection,the KH mode number n variesfrom 0 to 2 and inthe verticaldirection,the
threeouter stream Mach number casesare given.The axialdistanceislabeledin terms ofthe jet half-width
b of the shear layer.The horizontallinesin the phase velocityplots indicatethe locationsof the branch
pointsas describedin Figure 3. For the low speed outer stream case Alto--0.03,the growth rates decrease
as the wall impedance decreasesas noted by Hu [1995].However, as Mo increases,the growth ratesforthe
caseswith finitewall impedance can become higher than the solidwall growth rates. Less change in the
growth ratesoccur as the outer flow increasesand as the mode number increases.
The phase velocitiesare mostly supersonic relativeto the outer stream and subsonic relativeto the
inner stream. The phase velocitydecreasesas mode number and outer stream Mach number increase.For
Mo = 0.03,the phase velocitybecomes supersonicrelativeto the inner stream as the phase velocitydecreases.
For Mo = 1.19,the phase velocitybecomes subsonic relativeto the outer stream. As seen inthe growth rate
plots,the linedwall has a decreasingeffecton phase velocityas mode number or Mo increase.
The combination ofthe eigenvalueand the eigenfunctioncreatethe pressuredisturbancepatterngenerated
by the jet shear layerinstabilitywave in the duct. Using the realpart of equation (1) with the amplitude
normalized to 1 for the peak ofthe initialeigenfunctionnearestthe nozzleexit,the spatialpressure distur-
bance patterns forthe freejet case and for the solidwall and the linedwall caseswith Z = I are shown
as equal pressure contours in Figure 8 where h --2. The mode number n is1 and the outer stream Mach
number is0.59.The freejetdisturbancesradiateacousticenergy to the farfieldsincethe phase velocitiesare
supersonicrelativetothe ambient speed ofsound. Thus, the energy escapes the system and does not return
to affectthe instabilityw_ve characteristics.When a solidwall isplaced at h = 2,the effectofreflections
from the wall are easilyseen in the contour plotsas increasedpressurelevelsnear the wall.When the wall
has the impedance condition Z = 1, the reflections are reduced and the pressure disturbance pattern is
similar to the free jet pattern except near the wall and downstream where the amplitudes are slightly higher
due to slightly larger growth rates. In general, the free jet and the lined wall cases have similar growth rates
and phase velocities. When the wall is hard, the growth rates decreased from the Z = 1 growth rates and
the phase velocities increased (see center plot of Figure 7). This increase in phase velocity results in the
noticeable increase in wavelength shown in Figure 8 for the solid wall case compared to either the free jet or
linedwall cases.
Finally,pressuredisturbancepatternsareshown inFigure9 forchangesinthe wallimpedance angle.When
the angle ispositive,the pressureeigenfunctionapproaches the wall with increasingamplitude (Figure6).
At +60 degrees,thisleadsto greaterreflectionsfrom the wall asthe flow proceeds downstream, compared to
the Z = 1 case,and greateramplitudes due to greatergrowth ratesin the axialdirection.When the angle
is-60 degrees,the growth ratesare lessenedand reflectionsdo not appear in the disturbancepattern over
the axialdistanceshown in the figure.
4 DISCUSSION
For a solidwall confining duct, our analysisconfirms that the growth rates of Kelvin-Heimholtz type
instabilitywaves are affectedby wall heightwhen the waves have phase velocitiesupersonicrelativeto the
outerflow.There islittleaffectwhen the phase velocitiesare subsonicrelativeto the outerflow. Our results
agree with Chang and Kuo [1993]forthe cylindricalvortex sheet casein a solidwall duct where the growth
ratesgenerallydecrease with an increasein the outer flow.As the shear layerwidens, growth ratesdecrease.
But, as the wall height changes, growth rates can increaseor decreasewith an out_ flow increase.Thus,
there is no direct correlation found between growth rates and outer flow velocity for wider shear layers as
there is for the vortex sheet case.
Hu [1995] found that growth rates for two-dimensional instability waves decreased when the real part of
the rectangular duct wall impedance was decreased from infinity (solid wall) to one. This occurred at a
relatively low speed, iVfo = 0.2, outer flow. Our results show in Figure 7 that this trend is not followed
for circular ducts with higher outer flow velocities and with higher order mode instability waves. As the
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outer flow increases, the phase velocities become less supersonic relative to the outer flow and the growth
rates for the impedance wall boundary condition can be higher than the solid wall growth rates. Higher
modes decay more rapidly away from the shear layer than lower order modes, thus, they are less affected by
the wall boundary condition. Upon closer examination of the results given in Hu I1995], we find that the
two-dimensional, rectangular duct data appear to be consistent with the axisymmetric n = 0 mode, lower
Mo results in Figure 7; however, further calculations are required for confirmation. Thus, our results are an
extension of the previous results on the effects of an impedance wall boundary condition to the conditions
of both higher, non-axisymmetric modes and higher outer mean flows.
Impedance boundary conditions at the wall reduce reflections and in some cases simulate the free jet
environment in terms of growth rates, phase velocities, and pressure disturbance patterns. Setting the wall
impedance ]'_1 = 1.0 and changing the angle of the impedance to produce positive and negative imaginary
parts affects the stability characteristics of the instability wave and the pressure disturbance pattern. For
the wall nearer to the shear layer, growth rates are reduced for negative imaginary parts and enhanced for
positive imaginary parts. This also affects reflections from the wall. For positive imaginary part, the pressure
disturbance increases in amplitude near the wall creating larger reflections than when the wall impedance
has a negative imaginary part. For the latter, the pressure disturbance decreases in amplitude near the wall.
Thus for negative imaginary part, growth rates are reduced and the overall growth of the instability wave
is reduced leading to less pressure disturbance levels. This can result in less noise radiated out from a finite
length duct.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram in the x-r plane of an axisymmetric jet flowinginto a circularduct with
coflowingouter stream.
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Figure 2: Local growth rates and phase velocities for the n = 1 mode of an Mj = 2.1 axisymmetric jet in
a solid wall circular duct. Each plot shows results for three different outer flow speeds as a function of wall
height. Axial locations are where (a) b _ 0.0, (b) b = 0.1, and (c) b = 0.2.
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(a) n = O, (b) n = 1
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Outer flow speed varies in vertical direction.
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Figure 9: Spatial pressure disturbance patterns shown with equal pressure contours. Contours at 0, 4-1,
steps of 2.5 for [Pl -< 20, steps of 10 for [p[ > 20. Solid line, [Pl -> 0. Dashed line, [Pl < 0. KH mode n = 1
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